Editorial
There is a building momentum about the restoration of the Wattle. The apparent slow beginnings of last
year were in part attributed to deconstructing the forward compartment and discovering frame and plate
problems that required some experimentation with frame building and insertion. We now seem to have
overcome many of these issues and as a result have increased our knowledge and skills in these areas.
This learning stage is probably common to the early stages of most ship restoration projects conducted by
volunteer groups. The outcomes from this learning stage have become quite evident as we push into
2011. Forward compartment framing is nearly complete and plating will rapidly progress when
Waterside Engineering come in with their automated welding machines. Progress is also being made in
the engine room, wheelhouse, ships boat, shipyard organization and general administration. Membership
is also gradually rising. I think we have good reason to be optimistic about restoration progress for the
Wattle over 2011, but optimism is no substitute for bodies on the ground (apologies to John Kovac) when
it comes to ship restoration.

Above and below decks
The first quarter of 2011 was one of activity for work on the Wattle and for crew members.
The forward compartment action shifted during 2010 from an explorative approach to frame and plate
removal to a full blown frame construction and replacement program by April 2011. The photographs
below illustrate this progress.

May 2010

April 2011
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Care and precision is used to shape the forward frames.
At left Tony Adams is applying a carefully calculated
amount of force to ensure that the edge of the frame
presents a full and smooth surface for contact with the
new plating. Anthony Mansfield and Jeff Braun are
applying heat to assist in the shaping. The order of frame
removal and replacement was important to maintain hull
integrity. The uneven numbered forward compartment
frames were removed and replaced first (33, 35, 37, and
39) followed by the even numbered ones. Examination of
the boiler compartment frames and plating has now
commenced.
Dick Francis in his message from the Bridge brings us
good news with regard to the supply of angle and plate
steel for the ship.
Victor with his woodwork and paint crew have made
considerable progress on the wheelhouse. Window
frames have been repaired and much of the exterior has
been sanded and revarnished. The next challenge is the
interior woodwork and the rusted floor.

One of our new members, Ian Clark, seems to be
multi skilled as he repairs and restores valves
from the condenser as well as creating drawings
of individual strakes and plate thickness from the
overall ship drawings.
John Kovac is back on his feet (sort of) and has
started to re appear on site, but is declining to
climb any ladders for the moment. In the
meantime some administrative changes have occurred. The computer has been resurrected and a
freeware project management program (Gantt Project) installed to translate Johns engineering work
program for the ship into sets of ordered tasks and to assist in the estimation of timelines and resources.
For those interested it is downloadable from (http://www.ganttproject.biz/ ). Ron Stannus is also
attempting to put some sense of order into the shipyard office to deal with the increasing administrative
load.
Another change is the rostered lunch provision. In addition to the usual BBQ we now have experienced a
range of salads, sandwiches, oriental chicken wings, prawns, pork pies and pasta.
The roster for the next few months is
posted elsewhere in this newsletter.
On the promotions front BSMM manned a
display about the Wattle at the opening of
Seaworks in January at Williamstown.
Neil, Tony and Jeff had to make running
improvisations to the display to overcome
a double sided tape system that prevented
the joining of the display panels.
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From the Bridge
It was most pleasing last Saturday (9th April) to see 18 members on site all quite busy at various jobs. The
opportunity was taken to hold a brief board meeting as all directors, including John Kovac, were present.
The lunchtime photo might suggest that Howard Mumford is telling us to stop and report to the office but
this is not so as he is pointing to the bosses around the propeller shaft and saying that they might need to
be removed. This was all in the context of explaining his progress on determining hull plate thickness
along individual strakes.

Peta Knott gave a run down on the conference that she attended in South Australia. Our editor is
persuading Peta to write something for this newsletter about that so I will go no further.
The good news announced by the board was the donation of all steel angles, flats, strips and bars free of
charge, including freight, from One Steel. Blue Scope will supply the 8mm and 6mm plate requirements at
cost. That comes to $24,000. Vic Urban has also agreed to renew our site lease for a further two years at
a total rent of $1 .
The board has also agreed to the use of Waterside Engineering on an as required basis to replace the
hull plating. This has been agreed to by the “active” volunteers who are doing the structural steelwork at
present. They will prepare and fit the frames in place and then every so often Waterside will come in
during the week, roll, fit and weld the plating.
There is still plenty of work of all sorts to do and everybody is welcome. If you can’t make Saturday we
are also working on Thursdays. We are also getting a very varied lunch menu now not just the old
barbecue sausages. Hope to see some of you on site.
Dick Francis – Chairman. For the board.
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Steam and Dinghies at the Hobart Wooden Boat Festival
In February two of the Wattle crew
attended the biennial Hobart Wooden
Boat Festival. Peta Knott was there in
her professional role as a marine
archaeologist and curator for the
biggest display of Fazackerley built
dinghies ever presented in Australia.
Peta provides this short description of
the man and his boats. “Reg
Fazackerley was a prolific Tasmanian
boat builder throughout the 20th
century. He built vessels to order but
specialised in clinker built wooden
dinghies of Huon and King Billy Pine.
They were well crafted and very safe
on the water. They were, and still are
prestigious items of maritime heritage.” The above photograph shows only a small number of the
dinghies on display which ranged from small rowing dinghies to larger skiffs and gigs set up for rowing
and sail through to the evergreen inboard put puts. Peta has written an article on Reg Fazackerley and
his boats available at http://www.woodenboatguildtas.org.au/files/Newsletters/Skeg%202011-02.pdf .
Jeff Malley was also at the boat show as part of a six week touring holiday of Tasmania. What attracted
his attention were the steam launches and the steam driven outboard motor. The beautiful lines of the
steam launch Huon captured his eye. The
Huon was launched in 2006, is built of
Huon pine over Celery pine fitted out with
birds eye Huon pine and fiddleback
Blackwood and LOA is 24 ft. The engine is a
compound designed by John York of Napa
Valley, California, USA, fitted with a
Stevenson’s reversing link. The boiler is a
fire tube type that uses brown coal for fuel.
Jeff wasn’t sure that he was seeing right
when he spotted this dinghy. Two things
attracted his attention – one was what
looked like some form of steam chamber on
top of the outboard; the other the longing
look of the fireman at the ale in his hand.
The dinghy (Diablito) and the engine are
the brainchild of Wally Mounster, now a
retired engineer from the Tasmanian HEC.
In Wally’s words… “The engine is a 90
degree vee twin, double acting, with
poppet valves so as to use the superheated
steam from the monotube boiler. The
crankshaft of the engine is vertical and it has a splined socket in its end to mesh with the splined shaft of
the leg which was taken from a Mariner two stroke outboard. The two copper pipes which extend down
from the cylinders down to near the propeller are the condenser.
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Feed water is carried in a tank inside the boat from which the feed pump draws to feed the boiler and the
condensate is returned to this tank. Fuel is wood, I use broken garden stakes cut into 100mm lengths.
Light up is done with newspaper and a few twigs, once the engine is running air for combustion is forced
into the boiler furnace by an engine driven fan. This fan has a choke in its inlet which closes when the
steam pressure reaches 400 psi, this controls the steam pressure to a max of about 1000 psi. Since the
boiler is all 1/4 inch OD stainless tube and contains a minimal amount of water it is very safe. The feed
pump is driven at 1 fifth of the engine speed, it is a reciprocating pump operated by a scotch yoke and its
stroke can be adjusted to give the optimum amount of water to control the steam temperature, the ideal
steam temp. is 400 degrees C and this is monitored by a thermocouple pyrometer. There is also a
reciprocating condensate pump. An oil pump for cylinder lubrication is driven by a worm gear at 1/200 th of
the engine speed.”

( http://www.steamboat.com.au/Steam%20Outboard.htm)

Membership
Ann and Ron Stannus celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary in mid April. Congratulations to both.
But some of us wonder if Ann realizes that there is another female in Ron’s life – the Wattle – and how
long this other affair will last before Ron is asked to account for his time.
Lunch roster to the end of June is set out below.
April 30
Paul Brush
May 7
Ron Stannus
May 14 Tony Lewis
May 21 Howard Mumford

May 28
June 6
June 18
June 25

??????????
Peta and Anthony
Jeff Malley
Jeff Braun

Anthony Mansfield is to present a paper in November to the Tasmanian Engineering Heritage conference
on how to manage heritage values when restoring a ship such as the Wattle. We wish Anthony success in
the writing and presentation of this paper and look forward to its circulation amongst the crew. Anthony
will be using some of the photographs taken over the past eighteen months to illustrate his paper.
Two girls and a boat. Last week the age and gender balance of the crew was tilted towards normality
when Cate Mumford joined Peta in working on the ships boat.

All At Sea: The maritime paintings of the late Jack Koskie.
Exhibition 4th May – 17th June. The exhibition features a colourful and diverse collection of large scale
paintings featuring many important and interesting ships in Australian history. Dating from the famous
Endeavour and Lady Nelson vessels of discovery, through the age of sail and pioneer steam ships such as
Sophia Jane, Edina and Casino, the exhibition presents a wonderful tapestry of the sea and events up to
more recent times. The late Jack Koskie, a professional artist and well known teacher, completed this
series for his fine book Ships that Shaped Australia (1987).
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The collection was recently presented to the Maritime Museum of Victoria, a grouping of independent
museums from around the state, and that includes the Wattle, for the preservation and exhibition of our
maritime heritage.
The exhibition is open from Wednesday 4th May until Friday 17th June on weekdays at The Royal
Historical Society of Victoria, 239 A’Beckett Street, Melbourne (Corner of William Street).

Maritime Museums and the Historic Ships Register
Peta Knott attended the Australian Maritime Museums Council conference in Adelaide in March
representing BSMM. The theme for this year’s
conference was “gathering support” from the
community. Particular ideas from the conference
that Peta thought relevant for BSMM were:


Advertising specific volunteer jobs that
identified particular skills and timeframes
alongside the more traditional general appeal
for volunteers;

Producing induction packages for new
volunteers which included OHS information
and a history of the museum and its associated
vessels and artefacts, and

The development of certificates of exemption
for historic vessels as has occurred in SA and
NSW’s in conjunction with the relevant marine
safety authorities. Such practice is not currently
available in Victoria.
At the conference the Wattle was also issued with
its historic ship’s register certificate and an associated burgee. Pictured is Peta handing these over to
John Rogers, the longest serving crew member of the Wattle.

Someone from the Wattle?
A retired gentleman goes to the bar on a cruise ship and orders a Scotch with two drops of water. As the
bartender gives him the drink he says, 'I'm on this cruise to celebrate my 80th birthday and it's today.'
The bartender says, 'Well, since it's your birthday, I'll buy you a drink. In fact, this one is on me.'
As the old boy finishes his drink, a woman to his right says, 'I would like to buy you a drink, too.' The old
man says, 'Thank you Bartender, I want a Scotch with two drops of water.’ ‘Coming up’ says the
bartender.
As he finishes that drink, the man to his left says, 'I would like to buy you one, too.’
The old boy says, 'Thank you. Bartender, I want another Scotch with two drops of water.' 'Coming right
up,' says the bartender.
As he gives him the drink, he says, 'Sir, I'm dying of curiosity. Why the Scotch with only two drops of
water?'
The old man replies, 'Sonny, when you're my age, you've learned how to hold your liquor. Holding your
water, however, is a whole other issue.'
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Bay Steamers Maritime Museum Ltd. may be contacted at P.O. Box 98, Albert Park, Victoria, 3206 or through the
Chairman Captn Dick Francis on 03 9873 2009 (email wendick116@bigpond.com ) or Secretary Jeff Malley on 03 9876
2213 ( email jeffmalley@bigblue.net.au).
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